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About This Game

Officially licensed version of the “Mensa Select” award-winning board game!

The Laser Game Khet 2.0: Mind blowing laser fun for players ages 9-99. Using simple rules that can be learned in minutes
players alternate turns moving Egyptian themed mirrored pieces, after which they fire their laser with the goal of blasting their

opponents Pharaoh to win the game!

Buy it once, play it on PC, Mac, & Linux!

Features:

 Play locally or online.

 Play against the computer – AI with five difficulty levels.

 Includes “hot-seat”/”pass-n-play” mode for multiplayer using only one computer.

 Full 3D with camera-control

 Full controller and “Steam Big Picture” support
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 Switch seamlessly between playing with mouse/keyboard and gamepad.

 Friggin’ lasers!

 Elo Ratings for online games – ranked on a Steam Leaderboard

 Steam Trading Cards, Badges, Backgrounds & Emoticons

 Dozens of Steam Stats & Achievements.

 The Khet board game is a winner of many awards including “Mensa Select”, “Popular Science: Best of 2011 Toy Fair”,
and was a Toy Association “Toy of the Year Finalist”.

 Steam version has no added DRM and can run everything except the online play & Steam-specific bonuses (Steam
Achievements, Steam Leaderboards, etc.), without any internet connection and/or without Steam installed.
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Title: Khet 2.0
Genre: Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
BlueLine Games
Publisher:
BlueLine Games
Release Date: 1 Oct, 2014

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP or better

Processor: 1 gHz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: OpenGL 2.1+ w/ GL_ARB_framebuffer_object

Storage: 333 MB available space

English,Russian,Turkish,Czech,Polish,French
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Love the game, but it is in desperate need of more expansions. So far it only has 3 small ones and none of them is the simple but
effective "Double your base tile set."

Well, here it is almost half a year later and we still only have 3 expansions? C'mon Asmodee! Your predecessor had 3 times the
number of expansions. I play thier version on my Kindle more than I play this version on my PC, that being said, I would still
recommend this PC game.
Asmodee has clearly dropped the ball though.. hit g with any item to increase coolness by 318%. The driving mechanics were
nothing like FS17. I found it difficult to even drive any vehicles.. If you're looking for a simple to learn but insanely complex
voxel game then Rouge Island just might be the game for you. The islands are randomly generated each time you play, so no two
playthroughs will be the same. The enemies are brutal and don't have stormtrooper aim. And best of all when you die, it's game
over... unless you're playing nightmare mode, then you get one chance to make it right before it's the Great Beyond for you.
Graphically it's so smooth to play and the islands are actually pleasing to the eye when you explore them... Give it a shot as you
just can't loose at $10 for the game :-). this game is fun but i hate my friends. Come on, this game is ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥t, some rooms
kill you instantly and some are just too easy to avoid, theres no fun in this game, just wondering around like an idiot. I played
the first Train Valley quite a bit - I thought it was quite smart and although it had a difficulty curve which sometimes got
frustrating, I had some fun.

TV1 was, at it's heart, a train scheduling\/points switching game - it was a bit twitchy but it also rewarded common-sense
planning and could be played "off the cuff"

Train Valley 2 is VERY different - it's a puzzle and a time management game combined - erm - not that well.

Every level has a build order you'll need to figure-out as the level unfolds - a layout which will only become obvious as the level
progresses and then there's the time-management 'running' of that which is basically a watered-down TV1 - altogether it's just
more clutter and less fun.

I MUCH preferred TV1's more cavalier\/open-ended approach - even when it got buggy or unfair you got better and better at it
(wheras every level here is a new learning process)

I'd rather have seen the rough-edges and bugs knocked-off TV1 but this is a new and different thing and one I just cannot seem
to enjoy.

YMMV but this is a big disappointment for me - back to TV1 I guess.... Hey, please, star making improves in the jogability of
the game, we already heve enough levels. The guards are extremely overpowered. The aims are a real trash. Sorry, I know that
the game is in development, but we really need improvments in the jogability.. Just Ignore The Game. great game for twitch
streams
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Allright, this game is surprisingly great!
Its price may even be too low, although music and maybe graphics are not that great (but who cares about the latter when the
gameplay is great)

The game is based around luck with dice. You can be against this kind of game, but in this game, I believe it works. I have
played 2 games now and I even won the 2nd already. I must have had lots of luck or... In any case, I will certainly play again, I
had great fun with this game and I got my money's worth!

P.s. I bought this game after seeing that the developers added a release for Linux in less than two weeks after just one person
asked for it. These devs are great and should be supported!

EDIT: I just wanted to add to this review because after playing another 5 hours, I realise that this game is even better than I
initially thought. Some people complain that it is too random. I disagree, I disagree completely.

I have had situations in this game where I thought I was doing great. I was getting over confident and went for locations thinking
'I can handle it' without thinking through enough. If I would have inspected the location better before going there, and had
looked around the location better to see that there were no escape routes, I wouldn't have taken the chance and would have just
taken the disaster which would not have meant end-game. Now, instead, only two turns after my over-confident choice, I was
left with my main character with a wound and no more food having no escape route and thus no places to go and rest. I died
from starvation.

This is very realistic and I don't agree that it is too random. Instead, you must play this game expecting every roll to be bad and
anticipating on that. You will get lucky here and there and that's fine, but expect to not be lucky and things go better.

In retrospect, this is much like poker. A game where lots of people think that it also has to do with luck. I have seen people have
terrible cards during the whole game, knowing when to bluff and knowing when to run immediately, only to end the game with
the first lucky draw (getting two aces) on the final turn.

EDIT: Beat the game twice now (played 8 times or so), so this game is certainly doable. Play smart. Don't be overconfident and
think before you take your risks. Build up your food early so that by the end of the game you have almost inexhaustible food..
Good casual tower defense game. Not too difficult and perfect for kids or casual adult gamers. The graphics are fun, the sound
and music are fun, and the progression is good as you move through the 60 levels. Progression allows you to add more objects
on the field. Some of these objects are different devices that shoot in different ways. Some freeze them, some use lasers to hit
multiple targets, and more. Other objects are one time use objects such as a bomb, or an invite to 3 other friends to give you 4
shooters. Your main character is also a shooter at all times. While you can build different towers, you also get to use your
character to attack the dinosaurs. Your character adds as a hero in a sense where entire battles can be won just using your
character and not build a single tower. The dinosaurs vary and are quite different. Some dinosaurs fly, some run, some go really
slow. Some are easy to kill while others take a lot of hits to go down.

Overall you must stop the dinosaurs from eating your steak on your BBQ. If all three steaks are eaten, then you lose the round
and must start over. The achievements are fairly easy on this game. If you are good, then you may find the last achievement of
killing 10,000 dinosaurs a bit of grind, but it's not an impossible grind and doesn't take that long to accomplish. Overall, I'm glad
I played this game and recommend it if you are looking for a casual tower defense game.. It's amazing that RWS releases their
soundtrack for free while other developers and publishers make you pay for them. And now i can tell what a person with
Paranoid schizophrenia hears everyday in their life.. you can say "your mom is taking the hobbits to isengard now put that in
your pipe and smoke it!". complete trash not even really a game. Good puzzle game. Great podcast listening game.. this game is
good fun and easy to get into. it can be played in skirmish mode which is fun all by itself and a great place to learn the
gameplay. campaign offers a nice steady string of missions that can be played in 3 difficulty levels. the battles may become
repetitive, however, lining up shots and blowing the other ships out of exsistence never gets old.
its worth noting that the complaints that have come up have been fixed already so the game is running just fine so no worries
there.

i would not suggest this game to someone who is expecting micromanagement type of depth. that being said, i would highly
recomend this game to everyone else, especially at the nice price for this title.
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what we have in this game is good gameplay, addictive progression of your fleet, easy to manage options, nice style and graphics
in my opinion, and this is a great game for "jumping in for a quick battle" if you dont have much time.

bottom line, go for it and have fun, may your capital ships endure and bring you glory!. THIS SHOW CHANGED MY
LIFE!@!!! LET THE ENCOURAGEMENT SINK IN!
SERIOUSLY! I you can't justify spending half the price of a vente-♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥-machiatio on the most important life-
changing decision you'll ever face, you deserve to have bob sapp show up and pimp-slap you senseless. BUY THIS! NOW!
Are you struggling to reconcile your exquisite life with the mudane existence you're forced to endure? Are you a slave to the day-
in, day-out grind of the inane human pursuits that are forced upon you by the undeserved? If so, you owe it to yourself to pay
the low-low price of TWO THIRTY NINE, PEOPLE; to unlock the wonderousness that is Journey Quest - a reasonably-priced
energy bar-expense of a life-changing bit of video entertainment that will give you new perspective on your lowly quest-
deprived life. live it. learn it. love it. journey quest! there is no other option! you deserve happiness, so in all seriousness, please
buy this season (and season 1) now. perf. is. life.. Never wrote a bad review until now..

This game almost made me puke.
Literally - Controlling the camera is horrible.

Can't play this ever again.
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